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What is Crowdo?
Crowdo.net is a unique link-building service, and we provide our clients with Crowd Marketing Links (Crowdo Links),
which work great for SEO and Web Traffic. A Crowdo Link is a contextual reply on a large moderated forum/
community, that is framed in a natural way, and this reply is 100% related to your website niche. This means you get a
relevant backlink from high DA/DR/TF website, which is highly visited, niche-relevant and trusted by Google.
Not only that but we also work with the most popular communities in 90% of the world’s countries.

Let’s talk numbers
Currently we have over 5,000 returning clients. That’s because we’re playing it safe, thus, no risk of penalty
from Google. All links are placed in an organic way.
Our portfolio includes over 12000 active communities for placing backlinks to your website. Let’s get more
specific and look at their metrics:
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Niches
Not only that, but our backlinks are always placed in the right context. We work with almost every niche you
can think of. Below you can find a breakdown of niches that are popular among our customers:
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What do we do exactly?
Now it’s time for you to check out our work in action! Please note, that all the links lead to non-existent pages on our
website. The following is only an example of our work. Remember, all of our comments and links have been
indexed by Google. Find a few examples below, all supplied with screenshots.

Sample 1
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As you can see, our target keyword here is
“fashion blog”. This keyword contains a link
placed on the forum, that is all about fashion. Not
only is the thread relevant, but the entire website.
Our link is placed in the appropriate context
and supplied with a genuine comment.
Furthermore, this website has 61 DA, 39 TF and
over 1 million monthly visitors.

https://www.styleforum.net/threads/fashion.650718/

Sample 2
DA

In this example the anchor text is “speakers”. Again, we made a genuine reply and added a
backlink to the forum thread, related to our target niche - audio equipment. This community has
over 400K monthly visitors, 52 DA, 38TF - astonishing metrics, that will pass a lot of ranking
juice to our website.

https://www.thegearpage.net/board/index.php?threads/calling-all-speaker-experts.2215984/
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TF

Sample 3
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In this case our anchor text is the the URL itself. The comment that we placed contains a dofollow link
that points to our website. As you can see, this link was posted in the right place, namely a forum called
“Stake” - a popular community among gambling fans, that has over 1 million visitors monthly.
Furthermore, the website’s DA is 46 and TF is 33 - the kind of amazing metrics we are looking for.
https://forum.stake.com/topic/37235-need-strategy-for-casino/page/2/?tab=comments#comment-794164

Now let’s take a look at something different! So far we have only showed you our English samples - let’s spice things up
and review some samples in other languages, namely - French, German and Italian.

Sample 4 (French)
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In this example our anchor text is “audio”. As you can see, we handle other languages with ease. The entire
comment was proofread by a French speaker. The reply was posted on a popular French forum in the
thread, that specifically discusses audio equipment. Moreover, this website has 70 DA, 40 TF and around 3
million monthly visitors - perfect for SEO purposes.
https://fr.audiofanzine.com/mao/forums/t.734696,home-studio.html
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Sample 5 (German)
64
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In this sample, the we have just a naked URL, that leads to our website. We have posted a long contextual
reply about photography on a popular German photography community. As in previous cases, the comment
was proofread by a native speaker. The website’s DA is 64, the TF is 56, and it gets around 200K
visitors per month - everything looks solid.
https://www.fotocommunity.de/forum/fotojobs/fotograf-fuer-div-projekte-tfp---439735

Want to see more?
As you can see, all of our links come from highly visited, related forums & communities with TOP notch metrics. All
sites have high moderation - that’s why links from these platforms has so much value! Moreover, there is a possibility
you’ll get visitors interested in your product, or even sales.
You can expect a natural mix of dofollow and nofollow links (50%/50%). Also, as you have seen, sometimes we
reply to our own comments to create an artificial discussion and involve other people in the conversation.
In case you’re like us and you’re hungry for more details, stay tuned! We have a complete sample report, that
contains all the links, keywords and metrics across various niches.
P.s - make sure to skim through different pages of the document to check samples in foreign languages!

Check report

Please note, this is a just a sample report, that does not belong to an actual client. We care about your
privacy, which is why we don’t disclose any actual client reports.
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The Next Step
We’ve got you covered and we have a special offer for you! Just apply the coupon
code”FIRST5%OFF” and you will receive a 5% discount on any link package from
Crowdo!
We hope you’re now well-acquianted with our business. If you have any questions, our contacts
are mentioned at the bottom of the page. See you on the other side!

Order now

Feel Free to Get in Touch
Support@crowdo.net
https://www.facebook.com/CrowdoNet/
https://join.skype.com/invite/cE8pL7YnBGJ3
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Other Services
Besides crowd marketing, we offer a variety of other services that can take your SEO to the next
level! Find out more right down below.

SEO Audit Service
We have a team of SEO specialists, who can review your website
manually and suggest improvements with regard to on-page, off-page
and technical SEO. Moreover, we will come up with a custom SEO
strategy and link-building plan, tailored to your case.

Learn more

Outreach Guest Posting & Niche Edit
Outreach blogging is still one of the best strategies to build up the
authority of your backlink profile and increase your brand
awareness. We have a wide portfolio of popular niche blogs, that
can help accomplish those goals.

Learn more

Foundation Packages
Links from presentations, video hosting platforms, web 2.0 profiles, and
image sharing websites add diversity to your link profile and push
your ranking for low and medium competition keywords. We
offer several foundational links packages to achieve this purpose.

Learn more
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